
 I,  moving among what I took to be trees and many things I could not see.  My outline is 

vague.  It is very difficult for me to mark where I begin and end.  My senses play part.  Yet much 

that I sense seems without and I can hardly be certain of within.  Thus I am moving.  A quest for 

unknown, I think, a chorus I’ve taken in only by eyes: “to think metamorphosis means thinking 

the Truth” (Edmond Jabes), mantra “thinking true.” 

 “Thus it was impossible for him to see her as a being, because being cannot be 

intellectualized.” (Macedonio Fernandez) 

 Apparently (that is, through a resemblance and a difference), you were also moving 

among objects taken to be things and others you could not see.  Your outline less vague to me, 

for you were separate, nearly absent, or, as it were, distant – almost observable.  Your borders 

still liminal, hazy, undefined.  But my senses played part.  You seemed without me, but I could 

barely register your within.  You were moving, in place.  A place I also seemed to be, moving.  

Some quest for unknown, what was between, buffering and impeding.  “I feel therefore I am/you 

are” kind of reason, perhaps similar, not so strange. 

 “I am one of you in the resolute quest of the unknown” (Edmond Jabes) 

 The perhaps of the trees, weeds, something thin and nameable?  The others, disappearing, 

nonsensical to me?  Some fluid fog.  Between seemed full of it, distorting, hesitating me from a 

closer view or apprehension of you.  I think to call out, in vain, what I do not know.  A you-

word, you-ward.  I know not how.  What is: the quest. 

 Rule of movement: direction I hear you say (overhear as if carried in wind).  

“Coincidences depend not so much on desire as on the density of existence” (Arkadii 

Dragomoshchenko) is how it filters through, like reverberations of white noise.  (Possible foolish 

reconfigurations – wherefrom “desire,” “coincidences,” “density”?  - whispered among leaves).  

There is a density to vagueness, milky collusion, skein of a veil, what must be “seen through”? 

vocalized somewhere.  Hold still, no, keep moving. 

 And all the voicings sound as mine.  Even antithetically, or brazen with conflict or clash, 

somehow tinged, hazed or laced with a commentary of “sounds like.”  A cognition illusion, 

disguised as recognition.  I undo.  Metamorphoses – to be true.  True to what?  And is truth “to”?  

Or how?  How true.  Air babbling and chatter, perhaps vehicles, perhaps birds.  Morph “to” the 

clouded assemblage of context out of focus then.  To be true.  Truth-full: don’t know. 

 Of a many-you.  Mini-I.  Not to minimize (to many-mize, accepting metamorphosis).  

You move.  Another angle, another disappearance.  Each vision also blinding.  Senses play part, 

and what is called “thinking”?  Surmising (devising) relation: pattern.  Like that, each.  All 

discerning (developing) pattern(s).  What is: perception.  Keep moving.  Clarity is not a true 

word.  Dissemble, assemble; it semes, seems.  No seams.  A seamless many-you skirted by 

vaporous lines of movement.  If I pattern these, it seems you are, among others, including forms 

of myself. 

 “Appearances contain more messages than we can ever allow them to tell us” (John 

Berger).  “Not only do we see solely what we are prepared to see, but we see what we want to 

see.  The gaze carries with it the double ballast of our preconceptions and our desires” (F. 

Gonzalez-Crussi).  “Desires” again, “appearances.” 



 I am not prepared.  My senses play part, ideas also, altogether: whispered as “is our 

relation to the world first of all a relation…?” (Edmond Jabes).  “In the beginning is 

resemblance [differance], he said.”  Wanting to shape many-you mini-I without diminishment, 

to form-you(incessantly)-late to your metamorphosing, your movement.  Without within 

unknown (and vice-versa).  Space, time, no help to me (preconceptions) to ask you to hold still 

provides me only with a snapshot, an artifice of past moment, untrue (metamorphosis) or 

thinking makes it so (unsteady motion picture of moving object, a.k.a. a blur).  Urge to call out, 

take hold, merge/meet – let us join in relation questing unknown (i.e. movement).  What is: 

living.  Perhaps too forward (fore-words) and therefore unreal, untrue, not-how. 

 Do we seem to be floating?  Shimmering?  Vaguely to know of one another, also 

ourselves almost, among other things?  I, somewhere framed in motion, you in same unique 

frame, together we move (whispering vapor, ideasensations), you say (I hear, in space and time 

never a space or a time) it’s all relative (focus, unfocused) gradients of light (imperceptibly 

miniscule, magnitude of unseen) an energy, perhaps, like motion (metamorphosis without-

thinking) we join (are capable of, in what is unclear, undefined liminal borders, what is between) 

vaguely. 

 How true? 


